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How Literature Created an Artist 

When we are young, we are often bombarded with compliments by our parents, teachers, 

or guardians about our strengths, however slight they are. These tributes are often remembered 

by the children, which helps to support their endeavors, and provide self confidence. When I was 

going through this period in my life, I realized I had been granted the gift of exceling in visual 

art, due to the critiques given to me. However, being a great artist depends on the creativity 

possessed by the individual rather than solely the talent. As I grew older, I found that I was 

growing less and less able to create anything I hadn’t seen or heard before. After I reached the 

age of ten, I witnessed my artistic peers-copiers of the things they saw, perhaps as I was-begin to 

dwindle and die out to the conformity pressed upon them. Despite this, I continued to develop 

my artistic capabilities and establish a solid base of creative thinking. I owe much of this to my 

young love of literature.  

From the ages of about eight to thirteen, I read every piece of fiction I could get my 

hands on. I spent countless hours in my elementary and middle school libraries picking out books 

to read and return. I always loved fiction the most. The more peculiar and extraordinary the 

story, the more I enjoyed it. I radiated the work that I read. I became imaginative, hopeful, and 

filled with the dreams and ideas of others older and more creatively innovative than myself. 

Among my favorites were the Harry Potter and Animorphs series by J.K. Rowling and K.A. 

Applegate, respectively, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs, and 

Blood and Chocolate by Annette Curtis Klause. These stories mirrored my own desires and 

introduced me into a world where fantastic creatures could be relevant, beyond the fairy-tales 

from early childhood. I began utilizing characters and themes from these books, lining the 

margins of papers and assignments at school with hippogriffs from Hogwarts, werewolves from 
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Maryland, and psychic children from a dimension yet unknown. Eventually, I began receiving 

sketchbooks as gifts from family and friends, stuffed with stark white paper and seemingly 

endless possibilities.  

 Obtaining real art supplies signaled a change in my life. It validated that my self-

expression was precious enough to be done on real artists’ paper, rather than old lined notebooks 

with frayed edges. This gave me a freedom with my ideas and a desire to create rather than just 

copy. I used inspiration from the fantasy in my literature to depict new creatures that only I 

knew. I uncovered new worlds in my drawings, and with each tool I received, I gained new 

possibilities and eventual knowledge of how to properly bring my creatures to life. I learned how 

to add color and depth to my pictures, and how to format drawings to create a sense of mood 

through spatial relations. I even felt enough freedom to write a little in journals I obtained. None 

of the stories I wrote were very good, and it didn’t seem to give me the same pleasure that my art 

did, but I would occasionally provide anecdotes or poems to accompany my illustrations. I felt 

that sometimes words were necessary to explain to the viewer what the context of the creature 

was, or perhaps it’s abilities or purpose. I was not yet able to express my thoughts and ideas 

using only words or pictures; I needed both. 

 Once I passed the age of thirteen, my reading choices became denser, and I started to 

recognize themes and symbols in what I read. However, I rarely read anything except school 

assigned literature. The brute force of high school’s new and expanding expectations, and my 

participation in extra-curricular and social activities, combined with a new and worsening 

depressive disorder caused me to neglect my once intense and unshakeable love of literature. I 

was lucky enough to have an exceptional English teacher who pushed me to read refined 

literature which could be picked apart and processed by only those with developed perceptive 
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capabilities and a creative streak strong enough to read between the lines. I took to this just as 

quickly and whole-heartedly as I had the fantasy before. I read books like The Great Gatsby by 

Scott Fitzgerald, Never Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro, and Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov. I was 

instructed on how to understand this literature to its fullest extent, and how to differentiate 

complex and meaningful books from ones with simply interesting, yet basic, stories. I focused on 

how books could have different meanings if examined through different lenses, and I began to 

understand them as a social critique rather than only applying the ideas to my life. 

 Over time, these new skills made an appearance in my artwork. I could create a detailed 

painting using images to represent part of society or my life. I was now understanding how I can 

portray complex problems and ideas with pictures using lenses, themes, and symbolism. I made 

paintings that critiqued society in ways that other people could understand. I began 

communicating through visual art, and it became more than an enjoyable pastime; it was my 

primary source of self expression. My teenage mind was overflowing with feelings and ideas that 

I could only express through visual representation. I was never a very good writer, and I was 

often unsure of how to express myself in words while speaking. With this third method of 

thought, I could explain to others my own critiques of the world, and discuss my own ideas. 

 I still paint and draw very often. I’ve found that it’s the best way for me to allow others to 

understand me and I still enjoy it every day. I can look from where I am currently writing and see 

all of my art splattered across the wall, teaming with colors and ideas personal to me. Even 

through maturity, I haven’t lost the whimsy of my original inspiration through fantasy, and I 

believe that gives me a unique artistic style. I often still use made-up creatures in my work. I 

don’t feel a need for realism and find that I express my ideas well without needing to conform to 

a specific presentation. Literature has taught me this creative freedom and I hope to never loose 
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hold of it. I was lucky enough to be gifted with artistic ability, and I had the support from the 

literature I read to continue with this talent, and use it to become the artist that I am today. 


